In this paper we show that it is possible to model observable behaviour of coalgebras independently from their internal dynamics, but within the general framework of representing behaviour by a map into a "final" coalgebra.
Introduction
The nonexistence of the final F -coalgebra indicates the inability of the language to capture the internal dynamics of the system, even for systems with extremely simple observable behaviour. In this paper we would like to show that it is possible to model the observable behaviour of coalgebras independently from their internal dynamics, but within the general framework of representing behaviour by a map into a "final" coalgebra. Throughout the paper, by the observable behaviour of elements of a coalgebra A = A, α we mean the map Obs A : A → 1 × F (1) × F • α, and so on. Observable behaviour of a state is just the unfolding tree of the computation started at that state. We call this observable because it describes all possible interactions with the user (or observer) in a finite but arbitrarily large portion of discrete time. Clearly, if a ∈ A and b ∈ B are bisimilar, then Obs A (a) = Obs B (b). If the reverse implication is true, namely if Obs A (a) = Obs B (b) implies the bisimilarity of a and b for all Fcoalgebras A and B, and all a ∈ A and b ∈ B, we shall say that F -bisimilarity is observable.
In the first part of the paper we characterise functors F with the property that F -bisimilarity is observable. It comes as no surprise that such functors have the final coalgebra of a rather simple nature, and preserve some weak pullbacks (but not necessarily all). This might also be understood as a step towards answering the following question posed in [6] : "[. . . ] we do not know an a priori reason why someone would want to consider the property of preserving weak pullbacks except to say that it applies widely and has many consequences."
It seems that the requirement for type-functors to preserve weak pullbacks together with the existence of the final coalgebra stems from an unspelled but strong intuition that bisimilarity of two states should correspond to having the same observable behaviour. We conclude the first part of the paper by showing that bisimilarity is observable if and only if it corresponds to logical equivalence in a fragment of the coalgebraic logic [6] which consists of finite conjunctions of finitary formulae.
In the second part of the paper we are trying to abstract from the structural properties of coalgebras and consider only behavioural aspects. The main goal is to represent observable behaviour of coalgebras by a "final" object in some category. It is clear that the carrier of the "final" object should consist of representatives of observable behaviours which we already have our hands on. The tricky part is how to turn it into a coalgebra.
Bisimulations and homomorphisms are intimately related to the structural properties of F -coalgebras and convey structural rather than purely behavioural information. Therefore, we shall consider a wider concept of mappings, pointwise homomorphisms, who are powerful enough to represent the behaviour of one-step transitions. By "unfolding" the functor we obtain a category into which the original category embeds faithfully, and with the property that one-step transitions of coalgebras of the ambient category correspond to computations in the original category. With these tools we are able to represent observable behaviour of coalgebras for arbitrary functors by a "final" coalgebra, very much in the fashion of constructing the usual final coalgebra for a bounded functor. We keep the word "final" quoted since the object we are going to construct need not belong to the original category. At this point we would like to stress the following:
(1) The construction is carried out for an arbitrary functor F .
(2) Throughout the construction we remain in Set.
(3) The unique pointwise homomorphisms into the "final" coalgebra identify precisely the elements with the same observable behaviour.
(4) The price to pay, however, is the introduction of new morphisms.
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In the third part of the paper, we discuss a possibility to apply the information on the local behaviour of coalgebras encoded in the final coalgebra with respect to pointwise homomorphisms to model weak bisimulations for a simple functor.
The basic notions of universal coalgebra we use (coalgebras, homomorphisms, isomorphisms, subcoalgebras, final coalgebras, bisimulations and so on) are as those in [11] . In most cases coalgebras will be denoted by A, B, . . . , their carriers by A, B, . . . , and transition structures by α, β, . . . , respectively. If this is not the case, the carrier and the transition structure will be explicitely mentioned. The unique homomorphism into the final object will be referred to as final homomorphism.
Structural properties of observable bisimilarity
In this section we consider Set-endofunctors F with the property that Fbisimilarity is observable. We first present a characterisation of functors with the property that bisimilarity up to λ steps (to be defined later) implies bisim-ilarity, where λ is an arbitrary limit ordinal. We are interested in the case λ = ω, but have decided to consider the general case, since it is obtained at no extra cost.
Let us start with a lemma whose various forms seem to be in the folklore (cf. [6, Proposition 3.10] ) and date back to [1] . Proof. (Sketch) (2) ⇒ (1) is obvious, so let us show that (1) ⇒ (2). Since we have representatives of bisimilarity types, the construction of the final coalgebra is straightforward. Let Z := {f A (a) : A is an F -coalgebra and a ∈ A}. Clearly, Z is a set since it is contained in S. Define the transition structure ζ : Z → F (Z) as follows. For z ∈ Z there is a coalgebra A and its
. From the stability of maps f A under homomorphisms it follows immediately that ζ is well-defined. The construction of ζ implies that maps f A : A → Z (that is, codomain restrictions thereof, which we denote by the same symbol) are homomorphisms, whence follows that F -coalgebra Z := Z, ζ is weakly final in Set F . To see that Z is the final coalgebra in Set F , it suffices to note that f Z = id Z which again follows from stability under homomorphisms.
This proves the first two items listed in (2) . Let us now show that F preserves non-empty weak pullbacks of final homomorphisms. According to [5, Lemma 5.2] , it suffices to show that the pullback of any pair of final homomorphisms is a bisimulation between their domains. Let f A : A → Z and f B : B → Z be two homomorphisms such that their pullback
Set is non-empty. For every a, b ∈ P there exists a bisimulation θ ab between A and B such that a, b ∈ θ ab . Then θ * := a,b ∈P θ ab is a bisimulation between A and B, and P ⊆ θ * . To see that P = θ * , take any u, v ∈ θ * . There exists a, b ∈ P such that u, v ∈ θ ab . Now, π 1 and π 2 are homomorphisms, so
Before we proceed to the main statement, let us briefly recall the notion of the final sequence for a functor [4] . The final sequence for a Set-endofunctor F is an ordinal indexed family of sets and arrows {W γ , w γ β } γ∈Ord,β6γ such that the 4 following is satisfied: is injective, the functor is semi-continuous (see [14] ). Clearly, every continuous functor is also semi-continuous. The finite powerset functor is an example of a semi-continuous functor that is not continuous (see e.g. [3] ).
In [4] it is shown that for every coalgebra A := A, α there exists a unique cone {A, into W λ , w λ+1 λ (see Fig. 1 (a) ). Coalgebra Z generates a cone over the final sequence that we truncate at W λ . Since W λ is a limit, i is the unique mediating map between the cone generated by Z and the limiting cone with W λ at its tip. Let A be . Coalgebra Z forms a cone over the final sequence which we truncate at W λ . The inclusion i : Z → W λ is the unique map that makes the diagram commute. By the limit property of W λ one obtains that w λ+1 λ
Theorem 2.2 can be understood as a generalisation of the result on κ-bounded bisimilarity given in [13] . In [13, Satz 5 .59] the author showed that under the assumption that F is κ-bounded bisimulations up to κ suffice to deduce the bisimilarity of two states of the same coalgebra. As the functor P + of taking the non-empty subsets satisfies the conditions of Theorem 2.2, we see that boundedness is not necessary for the conclusion.
It is natural to ask whether functors fulfilling the requirements of Theorem 2.2 have to preserve weak pullbacks in general. As the example below demonstrates, this is not the case.
Example 2.3 Let F be the Set-endofunctor given by F (X) = {∅} ∪ {S ⊆ X : |S| = 2} on objects and by
on maps. Note first that F has the final coalgebra, and it is the trivial oneelement coalgebra with the obvious transition structure. Let us now show that the pullback of any two final homomorphisms is a bisimulation. Let A, α and B, β be two non-empty F -coalgebras. Final homomorphisms f A and f B are constant maps, so P = A × B is their pullback in Set. Take any a, b ∈ P and define δ : P → F (P ) as follows:
An easy calculation shows that π 1 : P → A and π 2 : P → B are homomorphisms, hence P, δ is a bisimulation between A, α and B, β . To show that F does not preserve weak pullbacks, we use the idea of [5, Example 5.9] . Consider coalgebras A = A, α , B = B, β and C = C, γ where
However, the pullback of ϕ and ψ is not a bisimulation: since the pullback of the two maps is the one-element set P = { a 1 , c }, we have that F (P ) = {∅}, and the only possible transition structure on P is given by δ : a 1 , c → ∅. Another easy calculation shows that π 1 : P → A is not a homomorphism.
Although some of the results that follow remain valid for arbitrary limit ordinals, in the rest of the paper we consider only observable behaviour. By instantiating Theorem 2.2 for λ := ω and recalling a couple of definitions, we arrive at the following corollary.
Corollary 2.4 Let F be a Set-endofunctor. F -bisimulations are observable if and only if F is semi-continuous and preserves non-empty weak pullbacks of morphisms into the final coalgebra which exists by the semi-continuity of F .
So, final semantics is observable in our sense for a rather limited class of type-functors. This is in a slight collision with the general belief that final semantics should always be understood as an observable behaviour of systems [11] .
We shall now point to a possibility to characterize by logical means situations where bisimilarity is observable. In particular, we shall see that this happens precisely in those cases when bisimilarity can be expressed by a fragment of coalgebraic logic [6] that consists of finite conjunctions of finitary formulae.
Let L fin be the set of all non-empty finite subsets of 1 + F (1) + F
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(1) + . . .. A singleton {ϕ} is identified with the corresponding formula, while the set {ϕ 1 , . . . , ϕ n } corresponds to the finite conjunction ϕ 1 ∧ . . . ∧ ϕ n . The unique element of 1 = { * } is understood as true. Note that all these formulae appear in the language of coalgebraic logic as presented in [6] ; in particular, elements of F n (1) correspond to j n (a) for some element a of an F -coalgebra A. (To be precise,
is the canonical inclusion that comes with the definition of the language of the coalgebraic logic [6] .) We call the elements of L fin finitary formulae.
We introduce the satisfiability relation very much in the fashion of [13] . Let ϕ ∈ L fin be a finitary formula, A = A, α an F -coalgebra and a ∈ A.
If ϕ is not a conjunction then ϕ ∈ F n (1) for some n, and we say that A,
Note that |= fin is a severe restriction of the satisfiability relation proposed in [6] . Such a restriction was necessary, since by Corollary 2.4 we cannot expect our functors to have all the properties assumed in [6] . However, one can easily show that if the type-functor is nice enough, |= fin is contained in the satisfiability relation of [6] . We shall say that L fin , |= fin is the finitary fragment of the coalgebraic logic.
The states a ∈ A and b ∈ B are logically equivalent in L fin , |= fin if they satisfy the same set of L fin -formulae. We shall say that F -bisimilarity corresponds to logical equivalence in L fin , |= fin if F -bisimilarity of two states implies their logical equivalence and vice versa. With all this one can now easily show the following. 
Proposition 2.5 Let F be a Set-endofunctor. F -bisimilarity is observable if and only if it corresponds to logical equivalence in
L fin , |= fin .
Proof. For a coalgebra A and a ∈ A, let Th
A (a) = {ϕ ∈ L fin : A, a |= fin ϕ}.
Modelling the observable behaviour
We would now like to lift the ideas from the proof of Theorem 2.2 to a purely behavioural level. We are going to collect all possible behaviours and impose a transition structure on this set. The construction has three basic ingredients.
• Clearly, the set {Obs A (a) : A is an F -coalgebra and a ∈ A} is going to be the carrier of the final object.
• We shall unfold the computations of F -coalgebras by embedding Set F fully and faithfully into Set T for T = ID × F × F • We shall add new morphisms to the category Set T and show that in the new category, denoted by Set * T , there exists a final object for Set F (or, 8 more precisely, its image under the faithful embedding) in the sense of Definition 3.17.
Homomorphisms preserve observable behaviour, but there exist maps which preserve observable behaviour although they are not homomorphisms. Consider the two coalgebras for the functor F (X) = {a, b} + X and a mapping depicted below. The mapping is obviously not a homomorphism, but it preserves the observable behaviour of the elements of the coalgebras.
Note also that at each point one can approximate the map by a homomorphism, although the map itself is not a homomorphism. This is why we are interested in pointwise homomorphisms. 
(2) (approximation property) for every a ∈ A there exists a map g a : Set T (if it exists) becomes weakly final in Set * T . Pointwise homomorphisms lack many properties of homomorphisms. As an example, we present a bijective pointwise homomorphism that is not an isomorphism (i.e., is not invertible), a pointwise isomorphism that is not an isomorphism and a pointwise epimorphism that is not surjective.
Example 3.2 Let P denote the covariant powerset functor, let X = {1, 2, 3} and consider P-coalgebras X, α and X, β given by α = 
Suppose now that the pointwise homomorphism id X , ϕ is invertible and let id X , ψ be the inverse. For set-theoretical reasons ψ has to map {1} to {2, 3}. But, this implies that ψ is not approximable: the approximability of ψ would imply the existence of a map h : is a bijective pointwise homomorphism from X, β to X, α . Therefore, id X , ϕ is a pointwise isomorphism between the two coalgebras. 
, 2 ) = h(1), h(2)
. So h(1) = f (1) = p, and if h(2) = q, we have that ϕ( 1, 2 ) = p, q . Now, consider f (2). By the approximation property there exists a map k : B → B such that f (2) = k(2) and ϕ( 1, 2 ) = k(1), k (2) . Since ϕ( 1, 2 ) = p, q , we get k(1) = p, k(2) = q, whence f (2) = q. Therefore, f (2) is uniquely determined by f (1) and ϕ(α(1)), whence follows that e, ε is epi.
This example also shows that an image of a coalgebra under a pointwise homomorphism is not necessarily a coalgebra. 
we have: ty(x 1 ) = τ a , ty(x 2 ) = τ b , ty(x 3 ) = τ ab , ty(x 4 ) = τ ? .
Lemma 3.8 Let A, B, B i , (i ∈ I), be T -coalgebras, and let a ∈ A and b ∈ B.
(1) Let f : A → B be a pointwise homomorphism such that f (a) = b. Then ty A (a) = ty B (b).
(2) If a and b are bisimilar then ty A (a) = ty B (b). (3) If A is a subcoalgebra of B, then ty(A) ⊆ ty(B). If A is a homomorphic image of B, then ty(A) = ty(B). If A = i∈I B i , then ty(A) = i∈I ty(B i ). (4) Suppose that no two elements of B have the same type. Then there exists at most one pointwise homomorphism from A to B.
Proof. 
(α(a)). By the approximation property, there exists a map h : A → B such that f (a) = h(a) and ϕ(α(a)) = T (h)(α(a)), whence T (!
• α • e a ( * ) = τ a ( * ). This proves (1).
(4) Let f, g : A → B be pointwise homomorphisms and let a ∈ A be arbitrary. By (1) we have that ty B (f (a)) = ty A (a) = ty B (g(a) ). Since no two elements of B have the same type, we get f (a) = g(a). 2 Definition 3. 9 We shall say that a T -coalgebra D is discrete if every singleton {d} ⊆ D is a carrier of a subcoalgebra of D, and ty
Obviously, every discrete coalgebra is a sum of pairwise distinct types. Discrete coalgebras will be the main tool in the construction that follows.
Lemma 3.10 Let Q be a sum of some types. Then for every w ∈ Q we have ty Q (w) = w.
Proof. The coalgebra Q = Q, σ is the sum of coalgebras 1, τ i , i ∈ I, for some index set I. The type 1, τ w is a summand, so there is an injection
Lemma 3.11 If D is a discrete coalgebra and f, ϕ : D → A a surjective pointwise homomorphism, then f is an isomorphism (in the usual sense).
Proof. Let us show that f is injective. Suppose
Suppose D = {d j : j ∈ J} for some index set J and d i = d j for i = j. Coalgebra D is discrete, so for every j ∈ J there exists a transition structure δ j :
is a pointwise homomorphism for all j. By the aproximation property, there exists a map h j :
Since D = j∈J {d j }, δ j , there exists a unique homomorphism f : D → A such that the adjacent diagram commutes for all j ∈ J. The construction of the family h j now shows
bijective homomorphism and hence an isomorphism. 2
Lemma 3.12 Let A and D be T -coalgebras and suppose D is discrete. (1) There exists a pointwise homomorphism f : A → D if and only if ty(A) ⊆ ty(D). (2) There exists a surjective pointwise homomorphism f : A → D if and only if ty(A) = ty(D).
Proof.
(1) Direction ⇒ follows from Lemma 3.8, so let us show ⇐. Let ty(A) = { { * i }, τ i : i ∈ I} for some index set I, where we assume that i = j =⇒ τ i = τ j , and let Q := Q, σ := i∈I { * i }, τ i . Clearly Q embeds into D, so it suffices to show that there exists a pointwise homomorphism from 
(2) follows by the same argument as (1) .
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We shall now show that every T -coalgebra A has what we call the least quotient which corresponds to "factoring" the coalgebra by "the greatest observable equivalence relation" { a, b ∈ A 2 : ty A (a) = ty A (b)}. For T -coalgebras A and B by B A we denote that there exists a surjective pointwise homomorphism h : A → B. Let H w (A) denote the class of all Tcoalgebras B such that B A. Since " " is a pre-order, least elements in H w (A) (if they exist) are not necessarily unique. We shall show that H w (A) has least elements and that they are all isomorphic in the usual sense. Proposition 3.13 Let A be a T -coalgebra.
(1) H w (A) has a least element which is a discrete coalgebra.
(2) All the least elements of H w (A) are isomorphic.
Proof. (1) As in the proof of Lemma 3.12 we construct the sum of all the types A has. Let ty(A) = { { * i }, τ i : i ∈ I} for some index set I, where we assume that i = j =⇒ τ i = τ j , and let Q := Q, σ := i∈I { * i }, τ i . Clearly Q is a discrete coalgebra and ty(A) = ty(Q). By Lemma 3.12, Q ∈ H w (A). To see that Q is a least element of H w (A), take any B ∈ H w (A). There exists a surjective pointwise homomorphism A → B, so ty(A) = ty(B). By Lemma 3.12 we get that there exists a surjective pointwise homomorphism B → Q. Therefore, Q B. So, Q is a least element of H w (A).
(2) Let B be a least element of H w (A). Since Q constructed in (1) belongs to H w (A), there exists a surjective pointwise homomorphism f : Q → B. But Q is discrete, so by Lemma 3.11, f is an isomorphism. Therefore, all the least elements of H w (A) are isomorphic to Q. 2 Definition 3.14 Thus, we can talk of the least element of H w (A) which we refer to as the least quotient of A.
For z ∈ T (1) let τ z : 1 → T (1) : * → z be the corresponding type. Now form the coalgebra Z := Z, ζ := z∈T (1) 1, τ z . Clearly, ζ : T (1) → T (T (1)). We are going to show that Z is the final object in Set * T . We close the general discussion by showing that every subcategory of Set * T has the final object in Set * T in the sense of Definition 3.17. Let us first recall a few notions. Let C be a category, let D be a subcategory of C and let a be an object of C. Suppose that for every object d ∈ ob(D) there is a distinguished
Definition 3.17 Let D be a subcategory of some category C and let u be an object of C. We say that u is the final object for D in C if the following is satisfied:
• there exists a unique sink S : D ⇒ u;
• the sink S is epi; and
• if S : D ⇒ u is an epi-sink, then there exists a C-arrow h : u → u such that S = h • S (the arrow h is unique due to the epiness of S ).
be a sink. We say that the sink S is surjective if for every a ∈ A there exists an X = X, ξ ∈ ob(C) such that f X (X) a. Analogously, we say that a sink S is sub-surjective if for every t ∈ α(A) there exists an X = X, ξ ∈ ob(C) such that ϕ X (ξ(X)) t. From Example 3.4 it follows that an epi-sink in Set * T need not be surjective. However,
Lemma 3.18 Every epi-sink in Set *
T is sub-surjective.
C ⇒ A be a sink that is not subsurjective. Then there exists a t ∈ α(A) such that t / ∈ ϕ X (ξ(X)) for all X ∈ ob(C). We are going show that S is not epi by constructing pointwise homomorphisms q and q such that q • S = q • S and q = q .
Let U := α −1 (t) ⊆ A. By the choice of t, U = ∅ and f X (X) ∩ U = ∅ for all X ∈ ob(C). Take any u ∈ U and let ty A (u) = { * u }, τ u . Let Q be the least quotient of A, and q, ψ : A → Q a pointwise homomorphism. Further, let Q 0 := Q + { * u }, τ u and let q , ψ : A → Q 0 be the pointwise homomorphism obtained by composing q with the left inclusion. Now, define q , ψ by
where a ranges over A and s ranges over α(A). Using the fact that all elements of U have the same type, as in the proof of Lemma 3.12 one can show that q , ψ is a pointwise homomorphism from A to Q 0 . Clearly, q = q , while q • S = q • S follows from the choice of t. 2
We are now ready to show that for every subcategory C of Set * T there exists a final coalgebra in Set * T . Let ty(C) denote the set of all types of elements of coalgebras from C. With a slight abuse of notation, we might also say that ty(C) = {ty(A) : A is a coalgebra in C}. We stress that ty(C) is a set, moreover, a subset of T (1). For t ∈ ty(C) let { * t }, τ t be the corresponding coalgebra of the form 1 → T (1) and let Z C := t∈ty(C) { * t }, τ t . Take any b ∈ B. By Lemma 3.18 the sink S is sub-surjective, so there exists an A ∈ ob(C) and an The final coalgebra Z in Set * T constructed above models the local behaviour of T -coalgebras by providing information on one-step transitions (or "the branching type" of a state). As the following examples show, in many interesting cases the final coalgebra provides too few information on the overall behaviour of T -coalgebras. T is the sum of the three types: ζ = ( * 0 * 1 * 2 * 0 a 1 a 2 ) and conveys the information that a state can be mapped either to a state, or to a 1 , or to a 2 .
Example 3.21 Let us now have a look at the final coalgebra for the power-set functor. Only two types exist for P-coalgebras: τ 1 : * → ∅, and τ 2 : * → { * }. The final coalgebra in Set * P is given by ζ = * 1 * 2 ? { * 2 } with the intuition that a state is mapped either to the empty set, or to a non-empty set. In this section we briefly discuss a possibility to use "local semantics" represented by types and the final coalgebra in Set * F to introduce a notion of weak bisimulation for a very simple functor F . A more general, syntactical approach to weak bisimulations for coalgebras is presented in [9] .
In [10] J. Rutten proposed a notion of weak bisimulation for while programs in order to model some particular aspects of semantics of such constructs. The purpose of this section is to rework the example presented there using our language. As in [10] , we consider coalgebras for F (X) = O + X and say that θ ⊆ A × B is a weak bisimulation between F -coalgebras A and B if the following four conditions are met:
• if x, y ∈ θ and x → A x , then there exists a y ∈ B such that y ⇒ B y and x , y ∈ θ,
• if x, y ∈ θ and x ↓ A o, then there exists a y ∈ B such that y ⇒ B y ↓ B o and x , y ∈ θ,
• if x, y ∈ θ and y → B y , then there exists an x ∈ A such that x ⇒ A x and x , y ∈ θ, and
where we used some shorthand notation: In the approach we propose, the idea is to use types to identify hidden transitions. Thus, with the notation from Example 3.20 we would like to hide all transitions of type τ 0 . Therefore, from now on let S ⊆ F (1) be a set of silent types -the types to hide, and let O := F (1) \ S be the set of observable types. Another ingredient that is needed is a way to extract states from elements of F (X), so that we can effectively identify hidden transitions. Therefore, we shall also assume that there exists a natural transformation µ : F→ P.
Example 4.1 For F (X) = O + X we may take µ : F→ P given componentwise by µ X (o) = ∅ for o ∈ O, and µ X (x) = {x} for x ∈ X.
For every functor F , the following is a natural transformation: µ X : F (X) → P(X) : t → ∅. This natural transformation corresponds to the situation where no transitions are allowed to be hidden.
Given S and µ, a canonical skip relation for a coalgebra A is given by , where γ (−1) is the transition structure γ adjusted appropriately to conform to the inverse of θ, we shall say that θ is a weak bisimulation between A and B. Clearly, we have the following. Moreover, we can capture the mapping α † as the unique pointwise morphism into the final coalgebra in Set * F . Recall that this coalgebra is discrete and is of the form ζ : F (1) → F (F (1)). It might happen that those elements of A that are mapped into O constitute a subcoalgebra -the observable part of A, which is the case for this particular choice of F , µ and S.
